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A Survey of FAT – TREE Network – On – Chip
Topology
Abhijit Biswas, Md. Anwar Hussain
Abstract: As the demand for more time critical System – On – Chip arises, the design complexity of the SoC also increases. The increased design
complexity in turn introduces other complex factors such as efficient placing of the system blocks on the chip and their interconnection for optimal
performance. Typically in earlier days a bus interconnects or point – to – point interconnection was being maintained. These interconnection techniques
pose serious limitations on scalability and floor planning apart from communication overhead of the SoC. The designing of complex SoCs cannot rely on
these early techniques. Which motivated researchers to think in direction of putting a well-structured and well-formed network using reusable
components in the chip, and a paradigm shift has been witnessed from designing a SoC to designing an interconnection network or NoC. This paper
presents the advances and modifications in Fat tree topology that hasbeen seen during the years that follows.
Index Terms: System—On – Chip ; Network – On – Chip; Topology; Fat Tree; Routing
————————————————————

1.

INTRODUCTION

ON a chip with billion transistors, sending a global signal across
the chip maintaining a real – time bound may not be possible.
To mitigate this problem, one can think of designing an
asynchronous system. However, designing an asynchronous
system is way more complex than designing a synchronous
system [1]. Thus, a viable solution that researchers have taken
up is to combine synchronous and asynchronous designs. One
such technique at hand is GALS (Globally synchronous and
locally asynchronous). GALS solution divides a system into
locally decoupled synchronous systems and bring together few
of them to form a localized subsystem. These subsystems can
then be easily integrated together to form a global solution. The
synchronous sub – systems shall be communicating
asynchronously at the system level. Thus, decomposing the
overall problem of system synchronization to just synchronizing
the local subsystems. One of these GALS solutions is Network
– On – Chip (NoC). NoC can greatly improve design time by
supporting modularity and reuse of complex cores, which
enables to attain higher level abstraction in architectural
modelling [2]. On – Chip network or Network – On – Chip (NoC)
is a communication subsystem embedded on an IC (integrated
Circuits) commonly known as ―Chip‖. The micro network
embedded on the chip enables communication flow between
IPs (Intellectual properties: - So called because of their
development by third party companies) cores. A NoC can span
synchronous and asynchronous clock domains and can also
use unclocked asynchronous logic. Incorporation of a network
on the chip brings notable advantages, such as, improved
communication between IPs as compared to conventional bus
and crossbar interconnection, scalability, and power efficiency of
complex SoCs as compared to other design paradigms [3].
Factors that governing NoC includes topology, routing algorithm,
flow control etc. Topology which is defined as the placement or
arrangement of the above mentioned components to make a
structure of the network. A topology can be loosely referred to
as the road map, where channels carry messages (data
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produced by the cores) from source to destination via
intermediate routers or switches. A topology can be viewed as a
physical one or a logical one. A physical topology describes the
structure of the communication medium along with the exact
placement of the network elements (IP cores, Links and
routers/switches). The logical topologies are one depicting the
route of the message from source to destination determined by
a routing algorithm. A routing algorithm is charged with the task
of selecting a path between a source-destination pair. A good
topology almost invariably provides many alternative paths
between a source-destination pair called as path diversity in the
text. As mentioned earlier, the route calculation is done by the
routing algorithm in a way, which is most efficient, i.e. a path
which requires a message to visit minimum number of
intermediate nodes or routers/switches to reach its destination
from the source [4][5]. Of course, the practice of always
selecting a shorter path may lead to other network complexities
such as load imbalance and under utilization of network
resources. The selection of the routing algorithm greatly
influences the performance metrics of the network viz.
throughput and latency [6]. Duato et al in [7] defined latency as ―Latency is the time elapsed between the time a message is
generated at the source node and the time it is delivered to the
destination node‖. And Throughput as - ―Throughput is the
maximum amount of data delivered by the network per unit of
time".
A routing algorithm that we choose, apart from depending
upon the underlying topology of the network also gets
influenced by the traffic patterns generated during the
operation of the SoC. The traffic pattern is generated based on
the type of application the nodes are executing and its
influence on the data generation. A routing algorithm which
works efficiently on a uniform traffic may fail miserably to
handle non – uniform traffic patterns producing large load
imbalances giving a sub optimal throughput [5][8]. Factors
such as router architecture, switching technique employed,
and flow control and buffer space management also influences
the performance of the NoC. Out of many NoC topologies
proposed, this paper focuses on Fat – Tree topology and
routing algorithm for Fat –- Tree. Fat –- Trees, proposed by C.
E. Leiserson [9], are being studied widely for its topological
advantages. Fat –- Trees are a class of network believed to
scale up easily without degrading the performance of the
network [10]. The rest of paper studies Fat -- Trees and its
varieties along with different routing schemes employed for it.
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2 FAT – TREES
Fat – Trees originally introduced by Charles E. Leiserson in [9]
as a choice of networks for parallel computation. The model is
conceived as a set of processors, which share no common
memory, which are interconnected via a routing network. The
connected processors communicate using messages via the
routing fabric it is connected with. The routing fabric is charged
with the duty of delivering all the messages generated by the
processors to reach its respective destination. Although a Fat
– tree takes the form of a binary tree, the said tree resembles
more with real life trees rather than the common trees we
generally study in Computer Science, as because the links
connecting the root becomes fatter as we move upwards
towards the root. The leave nodes represent the IP cores viz.
processors, memories etc. and the non-leaves represent the
routing nodes or commonly known as network nodes
responsible for routing the packets from source to destination.
A link or edge in the underlying Fat tree represents a
bidirectional channel between nodes at different hierarchy. The
channel is made up of a bundle of wires, the number of which
is known as capacity. A Fat – tree is parameterized by the
number of IP nodes connected and the bandwidth it can
support for the communication purpose [11]. Leiserson in [9]
further proved that, off – line scheduling can be done for an
arbitrary set of message M in an optimal way in the range of
logarithmic factor of the number of processors.That is, a set of
arbitrary message set can be divided intoM1 , M2 , ……….,
Mdwhich is a group of delivery cycle in a manner such that
𝑑 = 𝑂(⋋ log 𝑁) where ⋋ is called the load factor and N is the
number of processors [11]. The universality theorem of
Leiserson [9][11] states that ―A universal fat-tree of a given
volume can simulate any other interconnection network of
equal volume with only a poly logarithmic factor increase in the
time required.‖ Again Greenberg and Leiserson in [12]
extended the above results for on – line scheduling and went
on to prove that, with a load factor of ⋋ for a message set,
O(⋋ + log N log log N) is the required number of delivery cycle
with a probability of 1 − O(1/N), where N is the number of
processors connected. A practical implementation problem of
the Fat Tree proposed by Leiserson in [9] is the impractical
arity the switches around the root [11]. Also the unrealistic
bandwidth requirement imposition for the root node becomes a
bottle neck for efficient communication. A generalized
definition of Fat – Tree states that [11][13] — A Fat – Tree is a
collection of vertices connected by edges and is defined
recursively as —
A single vertex by itself is a fat-tree. This
vertex is also the root of the fat-tree.
2. If
𝑣 , 𝑣 , … … . . 𝑣 are
vertices
and
𝑇 , 𝑇 , … … … 𝑇 are
fat-trees,
with
𝑟 , 𝑟 , … … . , 𝑟 as roots (𝑗 and 𝑘 need not to be
equal), a new fat-tree is built by connecting
with edges, in any manner, the vertices
𝑣 , 𝑣 , … … . . 𝑣 to the roots 𝑟 , 𝑟 , … … . , 𝑟 . The
roots of the new fat-tree are 𝑣 , 𝑣 , … … . . 𝑣 .
The above definition is very general and covers almost all
trees in text. A general Fat – tree as proposed by Leiserson
and described above is depicted in Figure 1 (a)&(b). Notice
that, in Figure 1(a) the links from the lower levels getting
thicker and thicker as we climb up in the hierarchy.

Fig. 1(a). Fat Tree as proposed by Leiserson

Fig. 1(b). Fat Tree Layout

Due the limitation of a single root Fat – Tree, the attention from
this type of network has shifted to another class of Fat – Trees
called 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠. The general 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 have
been
borrowed
from
another
popular
multistage
interconnection networks known as 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑓𝑙𝑦 or
popularly known under the text as butterfly networks [11].
2.1 MIN Fat – Trees
A 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 generally known as MIN Fat – tree have
𝑘 processing nodes, and 𝑛𝑘 communication nodes [8][11].
Taking for example the network shown in Figure 2 is a
2 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 3 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 having2 = 8, processing nodes and 3 ×
2
= 12, communication switches.

1.

Fig. 2. 2 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 3 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

Ngo et al. in [14] has presented the comparison of Fat – Tree
and Mesh interconnection networks in terms of network
topology design. For a mesh network of 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑑 −
𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 the total number of switch connected is given by
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(1)

Taking 𝑏 as the unidirectional bandwidth, the total
bandwidth of the network is given by
𝐵
= 2𝑘 𝑏
(2)
For the Fat – tree interconnection network, the number of
IPs connected, represented by 𝑁
and number of
switching node connected, represented by 𝑆
is given as
𝑁
=𝑘
(3)
𝑆
=𝑘 𝑑
(4)
Taking again 𝑏 as unidirectional bandwidth, the total
bandwidth of the network is given by
𝐵
= 2𝑘 𝑑𝑏
(5)
It is evident from equation 3.2 and equation 3.5 that, for a
𝑑 ≥ 2, the total bandwidth of 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 is 𝑑 times the
total bandwidth of 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑚𝑒𝑠 , This increased
bandwidth reduces the propagation delay in the network, this
in turn makes Fat – trees a popular topology for On – Chip
networks, however, higher network cost is inevitable.
The height of the 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 is given by [15]:
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡
=𝑛+1
(6)
This height is similar to a −𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑓𝑙𝑦 .
Routing in a 𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 carried out minimally in two
phases, in the first phase, the forwarding of the packet from a
source to destination is carried out in the upward direction until
a common ancestor is reached. In the second phase, the
packet changes its direction and travels in downward direction
from the common ancestor to the destination node [11].
Valiant’s algorithm can be used for routing in a Fat –treeby
randomly choosing one of the common ancestors of the
source – destination pair, this gives an optimal result in
termsaverage load, but could lead to a load skew if all or many
ofthe end nodes chose the same ancestral node [5][8][16].
Authors in [17][18] have made an attempt to balance load in a
𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 using a deterministic algorithm by reducing
the multiple upwards path to a single one between each
source and destination. This is aimed at balancing the link
utilization. The deterministic algorithm shuffles destination
addresses based upon the least significant bit to select the up
going link in the first stage. In the second stage the second
least significant bit of the destination address is used to select
the up going link and so on. This way the consecutive
destination addressees are sent to different switches in the
next level. It is also worth mentioning that, every time, for
same destination address irrespective of the source, the
packet is sent to the same top level switch. It is also worth
mentioningthat, every time, for same destination address
irrespective of the source, the packet is sent to the same top
level switch. The balanced deterministic algorithm as
explained above and depicted below in Figure 3 is again
modified in [17] with the aim to reduce contention in the
downward path, this is achieved by using a non – minimal
routing.

Figure 3. 2 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 3 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 depicting the balanced routing.
Reachability from each port is shown along with routing lines (in
grey) from any source to destination 7 [17].

Figure 4. 2 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 3 − −𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 depicting the non – minimal
balanced deterministic routing. Reachability from each port is
shown along with routing lines (in grey) from any source to
destination 7 *17+.
In the non – minimal routing, every packet, irrespective of its
source, must reach the switches at the last stage of the
𝑘 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 to start its downward route towards the
specified destination.
This is in contrast with the
deterministic routing algorithm explained in [17] where a
packet can start its downward journey from a switch located at
any stage, thereby removing contention in the downward path
completely from the system. The non – minimal routing
algorithm offers a balanced latency for each source –
destination pair, as the hop count of each pair of source –
destination is same. However, increased average packet
latency is incurred due to forcing of each packet to reach the
last stage. Also, the communication locality is destroyed while
routing packets non - minimally. This laid down the foundation
for another Fat – tree topology called Reduced Fat – tree. In
this topology, the authors have removed the need for a packet
to traverse the switches in all the stages of the fat – tree in its
downward path. That is, the authors have proposed to connect
a single long link from the topmost level switch to the
corresponding destination at the leaf. The resultant topology
resembles a unidirectional butterfly topology with the addition
of permutation on the reachable destination from the last
stage. Although, the long wrap around links may render
impractical limitations on the above explained network, it has
its share of advantages, such that, lower power density and
simple switch architecture. The figure below depicts the
Reduced Fat – tree topology (RUFT) [18].
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(c) 𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑇(3; 4,4,3; 1,2,2)

Figure 5. A reduced Fat – tree derived from 2 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 3 −
−𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 depicting the non – minimal balanced deterministic
routing. Reachability from each port is shown along with routing
lines (in grey) from any source to destination 7 *18+.
2.2 Generalized Fat – Trees
A generalized fat – tree 𝐺𝐹𝑇(, 𝑚, 𝑤)introduced in [19],
describes a Fat – tree of height  with 𝑚 number of leaf
nodes. Every leaf node and non – root node (nodes in the
intermediate levels) has 𝑤 parents. Every switch is of m – arity
i.e. every switch has m children. The general definition of
𝐺𝐹𝑇(, 𝑚, 𝑤)as presented by authors in [19] is - ―A generalized
𝑚 − 𝑎𝑟𝑦 Fat – tree 𝐺𝐹𝑇(, 𝑚, 𝑤) = (𝑉 , 𝐸 ) of height  and
edge bisection increasing factor 𝑤 is an undirected graph‖.
A 𝐺𝐹𝑇( + 1, 𝑚, 𝑤)can be recursively constructed from
𝑚 distinct copies of 𝐺𝐹𝑇(, 𝑚, 𝑤), with 𝑤 additional nodes
where each top level nodes of 𝐺𝐹𝑇(, 𝑚, 𝑤) is adjacent to
𝑤 consecutive new nodes at  + 1 level. An extended
generalized
Fat
–
tree
denoted
as
𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑇(; 𝑚 , 𝑚 , … . , 𝑚 ; 𝑤 , 𝑤 , … . . , 𝑤 )is an extension of
generalized Fat – tree where the arity of a switch i.e. m and
the parent of a leaf or non – leaf node can be chosen
independently of each other [5][19][20]. The representation
𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑇(; 𝑚 , 𝑚 , … . , 𝑚 ; 𝑤 , 𝑤 , … . . , 𝑤 )describes the height of
the tree  ; 𝑚 , 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≥  − 1 , denotes the number of child
nodes connected to a non – leaf node at level 𝑖, and 𝑤 ,
0 ≤ 𝑖 ≥  − 1 , represents the number of parents nodes of a
switch at level 𝑖. Figure below depicts some examples of
XGFT.

2.3 Fat – Trees for InfiBand networks
Another class of Fat - tree network has been described in [21]
where authors have proposed to implement Fat – tree
topology for InfiBand networks. InfiBand architecture (IBA) is
popularly used for inter – server communication and regarded
as the new Industry – standard architecture for server I/O. IBA
offers low – latency , high – speed communication between
devices connected to it and has become the most sought after
interconnection network for cluster based systems. The
underlying interconnection topology in an IBA can be chosen
by the user arbitrarily. For the purpose of implementing a fat –
tree topology for IBA a m – port n – tree with fixed arity is
defined as follows [21] – Given an m – port n – tree FT (m, n),
it has the following characteristics:
1. The height of 𝐹𝑇(𝑚, 𝑛) is 𝑛 + 1 .
2. 𝑚 is a power of 2.
3.

4.

𝐹𝑇(𝑚, 𝑛)Consists of 2 × . /

processing

nodes and (2𝑛 − 1) × . /
communication
switches.
Each communication switch has 𝑚
communication ports.

Figure 7. A 4 – port 3 – tree *21+

The labelling of the nodes of the above depicted m – port n –
tree is done as follows:
The processing nodes are represented as 𝑃(𝑝 =
𝑝 𝑝 … … . . 𝑝 )where 𝑛 is the number of stages of the tree

(a) 𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑇(1; 4; 1)

(b) 𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑇(2; 4,4; 1,2)

and 𝑝𝜖*0,1, … … . . , 𝑚 − 1+ × {0,1, … . . . / − 1} where 𝑚 is the
number of ports as given in the definition. The switches for the
communication ae represented as 𝑆𝑊〈𝑤 𝑤 … … … . 𝑤 , 𝑙〉,
where 𝑙 is the level of the switch and 𝑙𝜖*0,1, … . 𝑛 − 1+and 𝑤 is
given below as
𝑤𝜖 {

Figure 6. Examples of XGFT*20+

*0,1, … . . / − 1+
*0,1, … . . , 𝑚 − 1+ × *0,1, … . / − 1+

, 𝑖𝑓 𝑙 = 0
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑙 ∈ *1,2, … . , 𝑛 − 1+

(7)
Deriving an InfiBand Fat – tree from the above is easily done
by replacing the switches and links of FT(m,n) with InfiBand
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switches and links respectively to get BFT(m,n).
2.4 SPIN
Adriahantenaina et al. in [22] explained a SPIN which
isessentially a multiple root Fat – tree topology. SPIN standsfor
Scalable, Packet switched, Interconnection Network.
Essentially a SPIN uses adaptive routing algorithm with
wormhole switching. A packet in a SPIN is a 32 – bit sequence
of data word. Similar to all the Fat – tree routing explained
earlier in this section, the routing in the SPIN has two phases,
the packets incoming from the leaf nodes are forwarded
upward to the switch which is the common ancestor of both
source and destination. Once the common ancestor is
reached, the packet turns around and is forwarded to its
destination. The upward movement of the packet from source
to common ancestor takes an adaptive routing approach
whereas the downward path from common ancestor to the
destination takes a deterministic routing approach. The Figure
depicted next shows a SPIN

Figure 8: A SPIN with 16 – nodes *22+.

2.5 Bidirectional folded Multistage – Interconnection –
Network (MIN)
Bouhraoua and Elrabba in [23 - 28] have proposed a
reliablehigh – throughput architecture which is contention free
anduses wormhole routing. The architecture by Bouhraoua
andElrabba is essentially a bidirectional folded Multistage
Interconnection – Network (MIN) i.e. Fat – tree or multiple root
Fat – tree. The fat – tree here is characterized by the routing
of the packets from source to destination which is similar to a
binary tree. The packet from the source is routed in the
upwards direction until a router is reached which has the
downward connection to the destination. This router is termed
as ―routing summit‖. We notice here is that, the route from
source to the routing summit has multiple paths but the
downward route is a single path. This downward path is where
the contention is. Contention is defined here as – the
competition that occurs between packets from different
sources for the same network resource, here the resource is
output port in the downward direction. Figure below shows a
regular MIN Fat – tree.

In the above network the routers are arranged as a matrix like
structure with 𝑛 rows and 2 columns. Only the lowest level
routers have clients attached to them. An𝑛 row network has
2 number of clients. A router in the above depicted network is
indexed as (𝑟, 𝑐)where 𝑟 is the row index and 𝑐 is the column
index of the router. The connection of the routers are such
that, a router (𝑟, 𝑐)is connected to two routers given as [23 –
28]
 Router (𝑟 + 1, 𝑐)and
(𝑟 + 1, 𝑐 − 2 )or
(𝑟 + 1, 𝑐 +
 Router
2 )depending upon the value 𝑐/2 is odd or
even.
The address of the clients is in the interval,0, 2 − 1-and the
relation between a client address and router column is given
by 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 = 2 × 𝑐 + 𝑠 ,where𝑠 = *0,1+, i.e. 𝑠 = 0 for clients
attached to the left link of the lowest level router and 𝑠 = 1 for
clients attached to the right link of the router. The reach range
of a router is defined as the number of client addresses it can
reach. The network architecture dictates that the reach range
of a router (𝑟, 𝑐) is divided into two intervals 𝐼 the left interval
given by 𝐼 = ,2𝑐 , 2𝑐 + 2 − 1- and 𝐼 the right interval given
by 𝐼 = ,2𝑐 + 2 , 2𝑐 + 2
− 1-, where 𝑐 and 𝑐 is the
leftmost column index and right most coloumn index of the
groups 𝐺 and 𝐺 respectively to which a router (𝑟, 𝑐)is
connected to. A group here is defined as the lower level
routers to which a upper level router (𝑟, 𝑐) is connected to. The
lower level router connected by the left link of the router (𝑟, 𝑐)
is called the left group 𝐺 and the lower level router connected
by the right link of the router (𝑟, 𝑐) is called the right group 𝐺 .
It is worth mentioning here that the reach range of topmost
routers is the entire client set. The authors in [26] proposed
to remove the contention in the regular Fat – tree shown in
Figure 9 by providing enough downwards path from upper
most layer to the clients. This is achieved by doubling the
number of output ports in each levelof routers i.e. in each
level, the number of downward links will double the number
than its previous level. The figure below illustrates the concept
just explained

Figure 9: A Modified Fat –Tree *26+.

Figure 9: Regular MIN Fat – tree. The rectangular blocks
marked R are routers and the ones marked C are clients *23+.

The architecture depicted in the above figure successfully
removes contention in the downward path because of
availability of the multiple output port in each level of routers.
The routing in the Modified Fat – tree is similar to the regular
Fat – tree as explained above. Another modification is done in
the routing of the above shown architecture which goes by the
988
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name of Improved Modified Fat – tree [26] is that the adaptive
routing strategy used to route packet from source to the
routing summit is dropped and a deterministic routing strategy
is adopted. This modification is done for the orderly delivery of
the packets. Also, an advantage of this scheme is that, a
packet arriving from a specific source will always reach its
destination using the same routing lane. Apart from its
advantage of removing contention from the network, the
Modified Fat – tree and Improved Modified fat – tree [23 – 28]
has a major disadvantage is, it is low in resource utilization.
The link utilization in the topmost level is 100%, as there are
only small number of downward links are present, but as we
move down, the number of downwards links increases and the
link utilization decreases. At the lowestlevel, where there are
large numbers of downward links present, the link utilization
falls below 20% for a large networkalso die area increases due
to the multiple numbers of links. However, the increased die
area is compensated by pushing all the buffers from the
routers towards the client interface resulting in smaller router
size. Another major problem of the Modified fat – tree is the
arity of the switch. As the number of output links increases in
every successive level, fixing the arity of the topmost routers
will pose a scalability problem. This is because we cannot say
how much a network shall be scaled in
the future.

3 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have seen how a Fat – tree originally
proposed by Leiserson have under gone a sea of changes.
The definition of a generalized Fat – tree interconnection
network has been presented. This GFT is then further
extended to become XGFT or Extended General Fat – tree,
which is a sub – class of multistage interconnection network.
Many other changes have been proposed such as RUFT
which advocates the use of long wrap around links from the
topmost router level to the specific destinations to remove
latency from the system, also it stresses upon the adaption of
deterministic routing algorithms for the purpose of load
balancing in the network. Also it is seen that due to its
topological advantages how Fat – tree topology has become
the choice of network for the popular InfiBand interconnection
architecture for HPC and data centres. Lastly, a Modified Fat –
tree is presented which claims to erase contention from the
regular Fat – tree topology by adding extra output ports in
each level of routers. The paper also discusses various design
flaws of the Fat – tree variants presented in this paper.
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